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P#: A concurrent Prolog for .NET - P Sharp
homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/stg/research/Psharp
P# is a compiler which facilitates interoperation between a concurrent superset of the
Prolog programming language and C#.

Prolog - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prolog
Prolog is a general-purpose logic programming language associated with artificial
intelligence and computational linguistics. Prolog has its roots in first -order ...

Syntax and semantics · Programming in Prolog · Design patterns · Modules

PTD
www.ptd.net
This service is only for commercial customers and customers that receive only dial-up or
email services. All other customers need to use the portal that our partners provide.

P Sharp - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P_Sharp
P# is a Prolog interpreter written for the Common Language Infrastructure. Features:
Languages extensions allow concurrency in Prolog. Prolog programs can â€¦

Downloading P# (Psharp) and Brief Documentation
www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/home/jjc/psharp/psharp-1.1.3/dlpsharp.html
Psharp.dll (containing the P# runtime system) PsharpIntrp.exe (command line interface to
P#) PsharpGUI.exe (GUI interface to P#) Loader.cs (standard loader class) The source
code (both Prolog and C#) is contained in the demo zip file which can be downloaded
below. You can either ensure that there is ...

What is Prolog? Webopedia Definition
https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/P/Prolog.html
Short for Programming Logic, Prolog is a high-level programming language based on
formal logic.

Prolog Examples - athena.ecs.csus.edu
https://athena.ecs.csus.edu/~logicp/prolog/programming-examples.html
prolog examples with explanations. Prolog always performs depth-first-search, Matches
facts & rules (i.e. knowledge base) in top-down manner and resolves the goals or
subgoals in left-to-right manner.

What is Prolog (Programming in Logic)? - Computer Hope
https://www.computerhope.com/jargon/p/prolog.htm
Computer dictionary definition for what Prolog (Programming in Logic) means including
related links, information, and terms.

ãƒ—ãƒ�ãƒ�ã‚°P (@Prolog_P) | Twitter
https://twitter.com/Prolog_P
The latest Tweets from ãƒ—ãƒ�ãƒ�ã‚°P (@Prolog_P).
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P Prolog - ratiba.de
ratiba.de/p/prolog/p_prolog.pdf
- Description : Download free p prolog ebooks in PDF, MOBI, EPUB, with ISBN
ISBN785458 and file size is about 59 MB. Read and â€¦

Logistics Real Estate & Supply Chain Logistics | Prologis
https://www.prologis.com
Logistics real estate & supply chain logistics is essential to large businesses today. Find
out how Prologis can help open new markets for you!
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Prologis
Prologis, Inc. is a
multinational logistics real
estate investment trust
headquartered in San Franâ€¦
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